Meeting held at Mandurah on Thursday, 13 June 2019

WEATHER: Overcast    TRACK: Good    KENNEL TEMPERATURE: 18 Degrees
TIME KENNELS CLOSED: 6.15pm
Stewards: Mr S Jones, Ms E Alessandrino, Mr M Pascoe
Veterinary Surgeons: Dr B Dobson
Veterinary Assistant: Ms H Rawlings
Lure Driver: Ms C Gray

REDECLARATION OF WEIGHTS: Race 6 WEST ON HONEY (27.7kgs)
SCRATCHINGS: Under R23, the following greyhounds will stand down for a period of 10 days through:
Injury: Race 5 SURF TORQUE (13/6)
Illness: Race 10 DILSTON DEVISE (13/6)
Stewards Permission: Race 11 HELLO I'M STEWIE (13/6)
LATE SCRATCHINGS:
R23(2) - Race 3 DRIVE AHEAD - 2.30pm
SUSPENSIONS:
R69A - Race 12 FAYLETTE x 3 months (All Tracks) x 1 FIELD
SAMPLES TAKEN: Race 4 DANDALUP MISTY

Race 1 - Maiden/Country/302 - Maiden - 6:52 PM
JOE GUNDI began quickly. CHAROS MOSCOW began slowly. CROCODILE LEWIS & NINJA LI collided on the first turn. CHAROS MOSCOW checked off the heels of DRAGON TORQUE on the first turn. CROCODILE LEWIS & NINJA LI collided approaching home, NINJA LI lost ground. CHAROS MOSCOW checked off the heels of NINJA LI approaching home. GEORGIE checked off the heels of CROCODILE LEWIS on the home turn. CHAROS MOSCOW raced wide on the home turn.

A post race veterinary examination revealed that GEORGIE had a Right - Foreleg - Nail Lost/Torn and has been stood down for 7 days.

Race 2 - Grade 6/Country/302 (1) - Grade 6 - 7:10 PM
NAK FACTOR began quickly. THUNDER BOOM began slowly. THUNDER BOOM & MONTOEY MISS collided soon after the start. CANUTE'S LAW, IMA KURI & JEZEBEL PARKER collided soon after the start. IMA KURI & JEZEBEL PARKER collided on the first turn, JEZEBEL PARKER lost ground. NOT WITHOUT GAS & CANUTE'S LAW collided on the first turn. IMA KURI checked off the heels of CANUTE'S LAW approaching home. MONTOEY MISS checked off the heels of TESS THE BEST approaching home. NOT WITHOUT GAS checked off the heels of MONTOEY MISS on the home turn. IMA KURI & THUNDER BOOM collided on the home turn. CANUTE'S LAW checked off the heels of MONTOEY MISS in the home straight.

Race 3 - Grade 6/Country/405 - Grade 6 - 7:35 PM
HEZA REAL DEAL, CHARGING BULLETT & FIRE UP ROSCOE began quickly. SURGENIE began slowly. CHARGING BULLETT & FIRE UP ROSCOE collided soon after the start. CHARGING BULLETT lost ground. FIRE UP ROSCOE & SHE'S A KNOCKIN' collided approaching the first turn. ABBY BOY & FIRE UP ROSCOE collided on the first turn. CHARGING BULLETT checked off the heels of WHAT'S UP MAC and collided several times with SURGENIE on the first turn, CHARGING BULLETT & SURGENIE lost ground. CHARGING BULLETT & SURGENIE collided several times approaching the home turn.

Race 4 - Novice/Country/302 - Novice - 7:55 PM
Dandalup Misty & Fairy Monelli began quickly. Red Electrical began slowly. Fairy Monelli & Dandalup Sprite collided soon after the start. Red Electrical checked off the heels of Dandalup Sprite collided soon after the start. Red Electrical checked off the heels of Jazz Diva collided soon after the start. Red Electrical galloped on the heels of Jazz Diva on the first turn. Dandalup Rose & Fairy Monelli collided on the first turn. Roman Blue & Dandalup Sprite collided approaching home. Roman Blue & Dandalup Sprite collided on the home turn. Fairy Monelli checked off the heels of Dandalup Sprite on the home turn. Dandalup Rose raced wide on the home turn.

Jazz Diva was examined by the course Veterinary Surgeon and no apparent injury was reported.

Race 5 - Mixed 5/6/Country/490 - Mixed 5/6 - 8:16 PM
Sugar Kaine began quickly. Zabeeka, Vienna Charm & Beelia Way collided soon after the start. Go Gettem Spice & Stalenberg collided soon after the start. Zabeeka & Beelia Way collided on the first turn. Vienna Charm & Go Gettem Spice collided on the first turn, Go Gettem Spice lost ground. Sugar Kaine & First Rule collided on the first turn. Sugar Kaine & First Rule collided approaching the second turn. Twice As Wicked & Beelia Way collided on the second turn. Go Gettem Spice & Stalenberg collided on the second turn, Go Gettem Spice lost ground. Sugar Kaine galloped on the heels of First Rule on the second turn. Sugar Kaine & Zabeeka collided on the second turn, Sugar Kaine lost ground. Twice As Wicked & Stalenberg collided on the second turn, Twice As Wicked lost ground. Go Gettem Spice checked off the heels of Sugar Kaine approaching the home turn. Go Gettem Spice shifted out and raced wide on the home turn. Twice As Wicked checked off the heels of Sugar Kaine on the home turn.

Race 6 - Novice/Country/405 - Novice - 8:39 PM
All Temptation began quickly. West on Honey began slowly. West on Honey & Outlaw Genius collided soon after the start. Trudy Keeping & Hello April collided soon after the start, Trudy Keeping lost ground. Flipmaster & Outlaw Genius collided approaching the first turn. All Temptation checked off the heels of Outlaw Genius on the first turn. Hello April checked off the heels of Freddy Be Cool on the first turn. Trudy Keeping & West on Honey collided approaching home. Hello April raced wide on the home turn.

Race 7 - Free For All (s)/Country/302 - Free For All (s) - 8:58 PM
Burn The Jetts & Black Dratta began quickly. Combination began slowly. Incredible Bev, Runaway Love & Goodbye collided soon after the start. Incredible Bev & Goodbye collided soon after the start and both lost ground. Spur Monelli & Combination collided soon after the start. Spur Monelli & Black Dratta collided on the first turn. Incredible Bev & Goodbye collided on the first turn. Runaway Love & Spur Monelli collided on the first turn, Runaway Love lost ground. Incredible Bev & Runaway Love collided approaching the home turn. Incredible Bev & Runaway Love collided heavily on the home turn. Runaway Love & Spur Monelli collided heavily on the home turn. Runaway Love checked off the heels of Spur Monelli in the home straight.

Race 8 - Mixed 4/5/Country/405 - Mixed 4/5 - 9:17 PM
No Added Sugar began quickly. Projectile began slowly. Oldmate Amy & Sunnyside Up collided on the first turn, Oldmate Amy hit inside running rail and lost ground. No Added Sugar & Apache Gundi collided on the first turn. Apache Gundi checked off the heels of No Added Sugar on the first turn. Fantastic Joey collided on the first turn. Sunnyside Up, No Added Sugar & Apache Gundi collided approaching home. Fantastic Joey checked off the heels of Apache Gundi approaching home. Apache Gundi checked off the heels of Little Rage on the home turn. Sunnyside Up checked off the heels of Little Rage in the home straight.

Oldmate Amy was examined by the course Veterinary Surgeon and no apparent injury was reported.

Race 9 - Grade 5/Country/405 - Grade 5 - 9:39 PM
Happy Rage & Max Viper began quickly. She's Stardust & Allegations began slowly. Waikarie Phoebe & Select Trick collided soon after the start. Max Viper & Waikarie Phoebe collided soon after the start. Max Viper & Slobber Chops collided on the first turn. Waikarie Phoebe & Allegations collided on the first turn. Waikarie Phoebe checked off the heels of She's Stardust on the home turn. Allegations checked off the heels of Happy Rage on the home turn. She's Stardust checked off the heels of Max Viper in the home straight.

Race 10 - Grade 4/Country/302 - Grade 4 - 9:57 PM
BENELLI MONELLI began quickly. JAGGERNAUGHT began slowly. JAGGERNAUGHT & STICKY VICKI collided on the first turn. BENELLI MONELLI & GO LEVI collided approaching home. BENELLI MONELLI & GO LEVI collided several times on the home turn. JAGGERNAUGHT checked off the heels of HEY BAIL on the home turn. YANKEE PARKER checked off the heels of GO LEVI on the home turn.

**Race 11 - Grade 5/Country/302 - Grade 5 - 10:14 PM**
CRYMELEN RIP & REBEL CAUSE began quickly. MISS BLUE began very slow. THERMISTOCLES, FARMOR KA CHING & INCREDIBLE EVIE collided soon after the start. THERMISTOCLES, FARMOR KA CHING & INCREDIBLE EVIE collided on the first turn, FARMOR KA CHING lost ground. NICMAC DANCER raced wide on the home turn. THERMISTOCLES checked off the heels of HEY BAIL on the home turn.

**Race 12 - Grade 6/Country/302 (2) - Grade 6 - 10:32 PM**
FARMOR SHADY & FAYLETTE began quickly. FOXY LEXUS began slowly. PRESLEY PARKER & FOXY LEXUS collided on the first turn. DYNA IGNIS & ATHENA MONELLI collided on the first turn, DYNA IGNIS lost ground due to injury. RAGETIME MAGGIE checked off the heels of EASY FLYER and collided with PRESLEY PARKER on the first turn, RAGETIME MAGGIE stumbled and lost ground. FAYLETTE shifted out, eased due to injury and collided with FARMOR SHADY in the home straight. PRESLEY PARKER checked off the heels of EASY FLYER in the home straight. FARMOR SHADY & FAYLETTE collided several times approaching finishing line.

A post race veterinary examination revealed that FAYLETTE had a Left - Hindleg - Pectineus/Adductor Inj. (Groin) and has been stood down for 14 days.
A post race veterinary examination revealed that DYNA IGNIS had a Right - Hindleg - Gracilis M. Injury (Back M.) and has been stood down for 21 days.

Stewards inquired into a report that FAYLETTE had failed to pursue the lure with due commitment due to injury in the home straight. Kennel Representative Mr. T Weatherby acknowledged the report, subsequently FAYLETTE has been stood down for 3 months at all tracks and placed on a Field Satisfactory Trial under R69A.

**Final.**